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PROPERTY-LIABILITY INSURANCE PRICING MODELS:
AN EMPIRICAL EVALUA TION

ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades, several pricing models that integrate underwriting and investment

performance have been proposed or utilized to determine property-liability insurance rates. In

general, these models have been tested separately and only over a relatively limited time horizon.

In this paper, the major property-liability insurance pricing models are evaluated over the sixty

year period from 1926 through 1985 and the results of the various models are compared with each

other in terms of the ability to predict actual underwriting profit margins. Differences between

model predictions and the actual realized underwriting profit margin series are examined over the

entire period as well as various subperiods in order to demonstrate how the individual models
i

perform under different conditions. The goal of this research is to assist actuaries and researchers

in the application of the various pricing models and interpretation of results.
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1. Introduction

Although the standard pricing model of the insurance industry (dating back to the 1921

National Convention of Insurance Commissioners (NCIC) Fire Insurance Committee report)

ignores investment income in insurance ratemaking, many insurance pricing models have been

proposed that integrate the underwriting and investment income aspects of the insurance contract.

*These models generally follow one of two distinct paths. Those proposed by insurance

practitioners or academics specializing in insurance typically concentrate on the underwriting side

of the insurance transaction and select rather arbitrary values for investment income. On the

other hand, models developed by financial economists tend to concentrate on the investment

aspect of insurance by emphasizing risk adjusted rates of return on investment while glossing over

the specialized characteristics of the underwriting side of the insurance business. More recently,

research has been aimed at developing pricing models that adequately address the importance of

both underwriting and investment-related issues. The purpose of this paper is to compare and

contrast the predictive abilities of a number of different insurance pricing models over an extended

time period in order to demonstrate how the various models perform under different economic and

competitive conditions. It is anticipated that this research will be of assistance to practitioners as

well as academics in the application of insurance pricing models and interpretation of results.

Although the minority report of the NCIC Fire Insurance Committee report in 1921 proposed

that investment income be considered, this recommendation was defeated (see Webb [40]). This

position began to reemerge within the insurance community during the latter part of the 1960's,

which is when interest rates began to increase and to become more volatile. Bailey [3] proposed a

method of allocating actual investment income (interest, dividends and realized capital gains) to

stockholders and policyholders. Ferrari [21, 22] proposed a method of calculating return on equity

) for insurers based on both underwriting and investment performance and also advanced the

investment technique of portfolio theory for use in developing line of business mix strategies.

Cooper [7] extended the use of portfolio theory for insurance applications and developed a model
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for determining the competitive rate of return on insurance contracts by integrating underwriting

and investment performance. In line with the insurance focus, he assumed that the investment

return would be the rate earned on "riskless or very low risk investments."

Several other insurance researchers developed sophisticated models of insurance markets that

included the effect of investment income, but these studies continued to overlook the complexity

of determining a proper value for the investment income. Witt [42] developed a model of the

insurance industry based on monopolistic competition that led to the conclusion that investment

income is reflected in pricing indirectly. In another model, Witt [43] includes investment income

as a stochastic variable that is normally distributed with a known mean and standard deviation

and is uncorrected with insurance claims. Kahane and Levy [28] incorporate an arbitrary

investment return in their detailed model of insurance. McCabe and Witt [30] model insurance

behavior on the assumption that the insurer seeks to maximize profit subject to a probability of

insolvency constraint. In this model investment performance is estimated by normally distributed

random variables for stock and bond returns with means and standard deviations based on

historical performance. The common ingredient of all of these insurance based pricing models is

the selection of relatively arbitrary values for investment returns and the failure of these models to

consider any risk adjustment for the investment side of the insurance contract.

The alternative focus on insurance pricing, brought by financial economists, concentrated on

the investment aspect of the insurance transaction and overly simplified the underwriting side.

Quirin and Waters [33] concluded that insurers could, in effect, borrow at a negative interest rate.

Walter [39] observed that the market value of insurance company stocks exceeded the book value

and concluded that insurance regulation fostered excess profitability. Fairley [16] concentrated on

the historical systematic risk level of underwriting and, based on the Capital Asset Pricing Model,

proposed a formula for establishing insurance prices that was utilized in Massachusetts for several

years before it was shown that the model did not reflect insurance taxation appropriately.

More recent research has brought equal attention to both the financial issues involved in

determining investment rates of return and the unique characteristics of the insurance contract.
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Turner [37] and Ang and Lai [2] demonstrate that the CAPM focus on systematic risk ignores an

important factor in insurance pricing. Cummins and Harrington [12] determine that insurer stock

returns are consistent with the CAPM model only for part of their tested experience period and

that unsystematic risk is a relevant factor in determining rates of return. Witt and Urrutia [44]

develop measures of systematic and unsystematic underwriting risk and compare the impact of

rate regulation on the allocation. D'Arcy [9] demonstrates that the risk free rate commonly used

to discount loss reserves may be excessive given the characteristics of insurance contracts. Derrig

[16] combines applicable tax provisions for insurers with financial pricing models. Following this

line of research, this paper attempts to provide an equal focus on the underwriting and investment

sides of the insurance transaction by testing pricing models that have been derived from both the

insurance and financial economics areas over a consistent period.

Both the history of insurance rate regulation and the development of property-liability

insurance pricing models have been dealt with effectively in prior literature (e.g., see D'Arcy and

Doherty [15]). Thus, this material will simply be summarized and referenced here. Prior to the

1970's, the standard pricing practice incorporated an independently selected underwriting profit

margin into the ratemaking formula. The selection of a 5 percent underwriting profit margin

dates back to 1921, but even then it was not supported on the basis of any numerical calculation.

As interest rates rose in the late 1970s, emphasis shifted to the total rate of return, rather than

simply the underwriting profit margin [6, 13, 24, 32, 33, 38]. Some insurers developed a total rate

of return model that backed into the appropriate underwriting profit margin by including

consideration of the expected investment income. Academics and regulators introduced the capital

asset pricing model and discounted cash flow analysis into rate hearings [9, 10, 20, 25, 26, 31]. In

turn, the arbitrage pricing and option pricing models have been recently advanced in the academic

literature [8, 17, 19, 29]. Although these models differ widely in terms of underlying assumptions,

parameter specifications, and methods of calculation, they are generally organized around the

basic principle that certain targets must be met so as to justify continued or even further

allocation of capital to a particular set of insurance activities.
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We believe that insurance prices should not be set according to a given model unless that

model accurately represents the pricing mechanism, and the only way to determine whether a

model is accurate is to test it on an extended period of actual data. Previous empirical tests of
(

property-liability insurance pricing models have generally been restricted to the past decade or

two, during which inflation, interest rates and loss payout patterns were at historically high levels,

possibly skewing the indications. The purpose of this paper will be to provide an empirical

evaluation over an extended period of time of how well a number of alternative pricing models fare

in terms of predicting underwriting profit margins. The tests contained herein are based on the

actual results achieved by all U. S. stock insurers in aggregate over the period 1926 through 1985.

Differences between the model predictions and the actual realized underwriting profit margin

series are examined over the entire period as well as various subperiods in order to assess the

relative usefulness of the different models under varying conditions. The goal of this research is to

assist actuaries and researchers in the application of the various pricing models and interpretation

of results.

The remainder of the paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2, we provide a

brief overview of the intuition and mathematical structure underlying the alternative ratemaking

models we wish to test. Section 3 provides a discussion of the data and methodology. In Section

4, we present our empirical results. Section 5 draws conclusions from the study and indicates

directions for future research.

2. Alternative Insurance Ratemaking Models

2.1. Target Underwriting Profit Margin

(

The target underwriting profit margin ratemaking technique seeks to achieve a predetermined

underwriting profit margin without regard to investment income, insurer leverage or level of risk.

The standard underwriting profit margins are 2.5% for workers' compensation and 5.0% for all
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other lines. These margins evolved from a 1921 National Convention of Insurance Commissioners

(NCIC) Fire Insurance Committee report that indicated that "5% is the minimum percentage

which can be regarded as 'a reasonable underwriting profit.'" [40] No statistical support has ever

been provided for the selected level.

Many researchers on the topic of insurance pricing dismiss the standard profit formula levels

as taken out of thin air and utterly without meaning. However, this may be an excessively harsh

view. The members of the NCIC committee included both regulators and industry

representatives. They had access to the experience of a large number of insurers. This experience

was derived from a period of low interest rates (long term bond yields were approximately 4 to 5

percent) and fast payouts of insurance losses. Although they were developing a profit standard for

fire insurance only, property lines were predominate in the industry. The experience of the time

may have indicated that a 5 percent level was appropriate then. Selection of a profit margin that

was not supported by the available experience simply would not have been able to be approved by

a majority of the committee. Thus, this 5 percent level may in fact represent a value derived from

a specific era which may or may not be appropriate in other periods or for different lines of

insurance. Therefore, although it lacks a coherent theoretical foundation, the target underwriting

profit margin method is probably not entirely without merit.

2.2. Target Total Rate of Return

The first attempts to combine investment income with underwriting profit margins involved

developing a target total rate of return for insurers similar to the target total rate of return for

utilities [7, 21]. The total return generated from investments and from underwriting combined

were set equal to a target. After the investment income is forecasted, the required underwriting

profit margin can be calculated.
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The formula for the target total rate of return can be represented as follows:

TRR = (IA/S)(IRR) + (P/S)(UPM), (1)

where

TRR = Target Total Rate of Return;

IA = Investable Assets;

S = Surplus;

IRR = Investment Rate of Return;

P = Premium;
UPM = Underwriting Profit Margin.

The primary problem involved in using this technique is determining the appropriate target

for the total rate of return. When applied to public utility firms, a similar problem arises, but

this is dealt with by setting the target equal to the weighted average cost of capital. Utilities

have two sources of capital: debt and equity. The cost of debt is typically determined by

averaging the interest rates on outstanding issues with the expected rate on any new debt issues to

be offered. The cost of equity is established by applying an asset pricing model to the firm's

security value. If the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) is used, then the utility's beta, or

systematic risk factor, is determined from past stock price movements and applied in equation (2):

E(re) = rf + /?e(E(r m)-rf ), (2)

where

E(re ) = cost of equity capital;

rf = risk free rate of return;

Pe = beta (systematic risk) of equity;

E(rm ) = expected return on the market.

In order to apply the target total rate of return model, TRR is set equal to E(re ), where E(re)

is determined as shown in equation (2). Although we are not aware of any sources which report

property-liability insurer equity betas over the entire 1926-1985 period, Hill [25] found that the

average insurer equity beta during the 1951-1965 period was .61. Hill and Modigliani [26] and

Fairley [20] report equity betas for insurance stocks during the 1970's averaging about unity, or

(
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>

equivalent to the beta of the market as a whole. Both values will be considered in the tests which

follow. Combining equations (1) and (2) and rearranging terms leads to:

UPM = (S/P)[r f + &(E(r ra )
- r f )

- (IA/S)IRRj. (3)

Annual values for the right hand parameters can be obtained from historical experience and

the underwriting profit margin determined from the total rate of return model can then be

compared with actual underwriting profit margins.

2.3. Capital Asset Pricing Model

The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), defined earlier in equation (2), has been applied

to insurance by Fairley [20], Hill [25] and Hill and Modigliani [26], among others. The basic form

of Fairley's CAPM model is given by equation (4):

UPM = -krf + /?u (E(rm)-rf ), (4)

where

k = funds generating coefficient;

/?u = underwriting beta.

Based on this form of the model, the insurer credits the funds generated from the insurance

transaction at a risk free rate which is offset by the required rate of return based on the systematic

risk of the underwriting transaction. The funds generated by writing insurance result from the lag

between the receipt of premium and the payment of expenses and losses that occurs with many

types of insurance. The insurer is expected to credit these balances with the risk free rate,

although the insurer may elect to invest in a more risky asset with a higher expected return. If

this is done, any excess return, or below risk free rate achieved, would be borne by the insurer.

On the underwriting component of profitability, in competitive financial markets, insurers would
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only be rewarded for assuming systematic, or undiversifiable, risk. Thus, the systematic risk of

underwriting would be measured and the insurer entitled to offset the risk free rate payout with

the appropriate risk adjusted rate of return of the transaction.

The insurance CAPM model described in equation (4) does not include the effect of taxes.

Fairley revised this model to include a provision for taxes, but that model did not account for the

differential tax treatment of underwriting income and investment income due to dividend

exclusions, tax free investments and capital gains taxation. Hill and Modigliani [26] developed an

insurance CAPM model that allows for differential tax rates. This model can be written as

follows:

UPM = -kr f(l-ra)/(l-r) + /Ju(E(rm )-r f ) + (S/P)rf(ra/(l-r)) J (5)

where

ra= tax rate on investment income;
r = tax rate on underwriting income.

2.4- Discounted Cash Flow Model

The discounted cash flow model was developed by Stewart Myers and Richard Cohn [31] for

the 1982 Massachusetts automobile rate hearings as a counterpart to the CAPM approach. Since

1982, this approach has been used as the basis for setting automobile insurance rates in that state

[18]. The basic formulation of the Myers-Cohn model is:

P = PV(LE) + PV(UWPT) + PV(IBT), (6)

where

PV( • )= present value operator;

P = premiums;
LE = losses, loss adjustment expenses and expenses;

UWPT = tax generated on underwriting income;
IBT = tax generated on income from the investment balance.
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In the Myers-Cohn model, the present value of losses, loss adjustment expenses and expenses,

PV(LE), is found by discounting these cash flows at an appropriate risk adjusted discount rate.

The present value of the taxes on the underwriting profit, PV(UWBT), is calculated by

multiplying the tax rate by the present value of underwriting income; viz., PV(UWBT) =

r[PV(P)-PV(LE)].
3

The final component, PV(IBT), is determined by discounting the tax

generated on income from the investment balance at the risk free rate.

Myers and Cohn obtained information from the Massachusetts Rating Bureau on the cash

flow patterns by quarter for premiums, losses and expenses. The premium income and loss and

expense outflows were then discounted to a common time, in this case the beginning of the first

quarter. The tax on underwriting income was determined by applying a tax rate that

approximated the maximum corporate tax rate to the difference between the indicated premiums

and the losses (including expenses). As these were undiscounted values, the underwriting income

tended to be negative, in which case the technique assumed that the underwriting losses were

offsetting other taxable income.

The procedure for determining the tax on investment income involved allocating surplus to

the premium income and combining the surplus with the unpaid losses and expenses to determine

an aggregate investment level. Technically, the proper surplus allocation is the ratio of surplus to

the net present value of the cash flows emanating from the contract, which include losses and loss

adjustment expenses, general expenses and the taxes accruing from underwriting and investments.

In Massachusetts, this ratio is promulgated by the insurance commissioner. However, since the

present value of the premiums is expected to equal the present value of all the cash flows (as

shown in equation (5)), the ratio of surplus to net written premiums is often used as an

approximation for this allocation.

Several minor adjustments will be made to the Myers-Cohn approach as applied in this

paper. Some adjustments are made to accommodate a difference in notation to be consistent with

the remainder of the paper. Others represent a timing difference that occurs based on the

different data sources used to obtain the information used in the respective studies. Additionally,
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all cash flows will be discounted based on the risk free rate. This would be equivalent to applying

an underwriting beta of zero, which is one of the alternatives tested for the CAPM methodology.

The discounted cash flow model tested in this paper is:
(

P = PV(E) + PV(L) + PV(UWPT) + PV(IBT), (7)

where

E = expenses other than loss adjustment expenses;

L = losses and loss adjustment expenses.

By dividing through by the premium P, equation (7) can be rewritten:

1 = PV(ER) + PV(LR) + PV(r(l-ER-LR)) + PV(r(l+SL)(LR)(LPP)), (8)

where

ER = expense ratio;

LR = loss ratio;

r = tax rate;

SL = ratio of surplus to premiums;
LPP = loss payout pattern.

The premium payment pattern on the historical data is not known and most likely changes

over time. In general, insurers will collect premium income either when the policy is written or in

installments over the policy period. In many cases the insurance agent actually collects the

premium 30 to 60 days prior to submitting it to the insurer. However, this delay represents a

form of compensation to the agent, although the foregone interest is not properly reported as a

commission expense. This delay should not affect the proper premium to charge. During much of

the time period studied, policy terms tended to be for either annual or three year periods, with

annual installments. Assuming the premiums were paid at the beginning of the coverage period,

or of the year, the premiums would be received by the insurer or its agent one half year prior to

the average coverage period. As interest rates rose during the 1970s, insurers adopted shorter

policy periods and developed some contracts that delayed the receipt of premiums (such as paid

loss retrospective contracts), but these developments would only affect the last few years of the
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sample period. Thus, it will be assumed that a one half year delay occurs between the receipt of

premium and the middle of the coverage period.

Insurers do not maintain expense allocation records that assign expenses, other than loss

adjustment expenses, to individual policies. Instead these expenses tend to be allocated to lines of

business. The expense ratio for a given line of business is determined by dividing the expenses,

other than loss adjustment expenses, for a given line of business by the premiums written in that

line during the same period. In many cases, expenses such as commissions, premium taxes and

policy record keeping costs are incurred simultaneously with the writing of the policy. Other

expenses, such as policy development and ratemaking, would occur before a policy was written.

Some other expenses, including policyholder service, would be incurred after the policy is written.

Lacking reliable information about the true timing of expenses, it will be assumed that, on

average, expenses are incurred when the policy is written. Thus, there is no time lag between

collecting the premium and paying expenses.

The other notable feature of expenses for the purpose of this test is the calculation of

expenses given the premium level indicated by the discounted cash flow approach. Theoretically,

the premium level is determined by discounting the expenses, losses and tax payments, but the

level of expenses is based on the premium level. Commissions and premium taxes, which make up

approximately one half of the expenses, are directly proportional to the premium income. Other

expenses, such as salaries and advertising, could also adjust in line with premium income.

Additionally, agent compensation in the form of interest earned on premium balances is not

reflected in traditional expense ratios. To avoid adding an additional step and further

assumptions in the determination, the actual expense ratio achieved by insurers during the sample

period will be used to represent the expenses in this model. To the extent that the indicated

premium level diverges from the actual premium level, this will be inaccurate. However, the

inaccuracy is tempered by the fact that if the premium level charged had been the indicated, and

not the actual level, then expenses would have adjusted partially to compensate for this difference.
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The loss ratio is the nominal, undiscounted loss and loss adjustment expense value divided by

earned premium. This is the value to be solved for in equation (8). As the expenses ratio is

assumed to be the historical value, and values for the other parameters can be estimated, then LR i

is the only unknown in the equation. Once LR is determined, then the indicated underwriting

profit margin can be determined by subtracting the sum of the loss ratio and the expense ratio

from unity.

2.5. Option Pricing Model

The option pricing model has only recently been applied directly to property-liability

insurance and to ratemaking in particular. To our knowledge, the main applications of option

pricing techniques to the pricing of property liability insurance are those of Cummins [8], Derrig

[17] and Doherty and Garven [19]. Cummins derives a continuous time/jump process model for

valuing the liabilities of solvency guarantee schemes. Although his model is not explicitly applied

to ratemaking, it could in fact be adapted for this purpose. Derrig's objectives are somewhat

different. He is concerned with the estimation of solvency probabilities, surplus levels by line, and

risk premium loadings. Doherty and Garven are directly concerned with derivation of the

competitive or fair insurance price and, for this reason, the following discussion summarizes their

approach.

The rationale for applying the option pricing model to the pricing of insurance is due to the

fact that the payoffs received by the insurer's various claimholders closely resemble options. For

sake of example, consider the case of a stock insurer in which the three major claimholders include

the shareholders, the policyholders, and the tax authorities. To simplify matters, we will assume

that the insurance firm is set up at one point in time (e.g., at the beginning of the year) and is ,

operated for one period (e.g., one year) at which time all liabilities are discharged or reserved.

Doherty and Garven show that the present values of the claims held by shareholders (Ve ),

policyholders (P) (net of expenses), and the tax authorities (T) are as follows:
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Ve = C[Y i; L] - rC[^(Y
1
-Y )+P;L] = C, - rC 2 , (9)

P = V(Y
1
)-C(Y li L), and (10)

T = TCWYp-YoHPjL], (11)

where V(Yi) is the current market value of the insurer's terminal cash flow Y h the cash flow

0(Yr-Y o)+P-L represents the amount of Y\ that is subject to taxation, is a tax adjustment

parameter {6 6 [0,1]) which accounts for the insurer's tax sheltered investment activities, and

C[A;B] is the current market value of an option written on an asset with a terminal value of A

and exercise price of B. It is worthwhile noting that the values of the shareholders',

policyholders', and tax authorities' claims (Ve+P+T) add up to V(Yi).

Given equations (9), (10) and (11), the objective is to price the insurance policies such that

the shareholders receive a "fair" rate of return on their equity investment in the insurance firm.

As in the case of the insurance CAPM, the fair rate of return is that which would be earned in a

competitive capital market. Such a return would be made for investors if the present value of

their future payoff (Ve ) is equal to the value of the capital they invest in the firm (S); i.e.,

Ve = C[Y,(P*);L] - rC[^Y
1
(P*)-Y (P*))+P*;L] = q\ - rC 2 = S. (12)

This is an implicit solution to the "fair" insurance price. The values of the two call options, Ci

and C2 depend, among other things, on the premiums charged to policyholders. The premiums

clearly affect the value of the underlying asset against which the two call options are written.

Thus the solution requires that a level of premiums P (net of expenses) be chosen such that

equation (12) is satisfied.

The remaining task is to provide an explicit valuation framework for Ci and C2. Doherty and

Garven provide two option pricing models based upon alternative specifications concerning the

stochastic characteristics of asset returns and investor risk preferences. One model assumes that

asset returns are normally distributed and investor preferences exhibit constant absolute risk

aversion (CARA), while the other model assumes lognormally distributed asset returns and
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constant relative risk aversion (CRRA). Although neither option model provides a closed form

solution for P , P can be solved for numerically by implementing appropriately parameterized

versions of equation (12). Furthermore,? may be translated into the underwriting profit margin f

by the routine solution of equation (13):

*

TJPM* = P " 1 (
L

)
. (13)

P

The option pricing model has several practical advantages over the capital asset pricing model.

First, it avoids the need for estimating and using underwriting betas. Secondly, the option pricing

model addresses the effects of insolvency and tax shield redundancy on the fair rate of return,

while the capital asset pricing model assumes that these effects are negligible. The work

undertaken here reveals that the tax effects especially have a significant impact on the results.

3. Data and Methodology

3.1. Some Caveats

Testing property-liability insurance pricing models historically is extremely difficult, which

most likely explains why only limited tests have been done previously. Data availability problems

are significant. As several of the models require data that are not regularly reported, many

assumptions had to be made in testing these models over the sample period. The validity of these

assumptions is obviously critical in determining the applicability of the models and valid

criticisms of these assumptions can be raised. However, the assumed values represent, in our

belief, the best possible estimates of the necessary parameters. While they are recognized as not

being completely accurate, no better values are known to be available. If these tests are to be

performed, they must necessarily be done with less than perfect input values.
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The primary data source for insurance industry information was Best's Aggregates and

Averages . Several problems with the use of this data source arise. Industry figures reported are

aggregate values for all insurers. As some insurers are owned by others, aggregate figures include

some double counting of surplus and other values. Consolidated figures, which avoid this double

counting, are only available since 1983. For consistency, aggregate figures were used for all years

so that any errors introduced by this assumption would be included over the entire sample period.

Another problem with this data source is that incurred losses constitute calendar year rather

than accident year values. Any reserving changes would distort the calendar year results.

Numerous researchers have demonstrated that 1) loss reserve adequacy changes over time and 2)

the degree of adequacy is correlated with interest rates [1, 4, 23, 35, 41]. Unfortunately, accurate

accident year experience for the industry is only available for the last seven years of the sample

period. Thus, again for consistency, calendar year values are used throughout the period. The

only mitigating factor for this assumption is that regulators, the insurance press and many

insurance managers tend to concentrate on calendar year values, increasing the importance of this

value for pricing purposes. Over the entire sample period, the changes in loss reserve adequacy

will tend to cancel out so that the mean values of the actual results and model values will not be

distorted by this substitution, but individual years' results will be affected by this problem.

Loss payout patterns for the entire sample period are not available. Over the ten years for

which these data are available, the by line results are remarkably stable. Assuming this stability

occurs over the entire sample period, loss payout patterns are generated for earlier years based on

line of business distributions.

Predictions generated by several of the models tend to be quite sensitive to tax-related

assumptions. No useful information on the marginal tax rate of the industry is published. The

assumption that that applicable tax rate is the maximum corporate income tax rate excluding

excess profits taxes is made for this paper. However, the sensitivity of these models to this

parameter and the significant impact of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 to insurance industry

taxation indicate the importance of more research on the effective tax rate for the insurance
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industry.

3.2. Description of the Data

Actual underwriting profit margins for all lines of business combined will be used as a basis of

comparison for evaluating the various models. The experience for the 60 year period 1926 through

1985 will be used as this era spans nine underwriting cycles over a variety of different economic

conditions.

The actual underwriting profit or loss for each year is determined by subtracting the sum of

the loss and loss adjustment expense ratio (calendar year incurred loss and loss adjustment

expenses divided by earned premium) and the expense ratio (total expenses excluding loss

adjustment expenses, investment expenses and federal income taxes divided by net written

premium) from one. The aggregate values for all stock insurers, as reported in Best's Aggregates

and Averages, are used to determine the actual underwriting profit or loss.

The target underwriting profit margin for all lines combined is determined by calculating the

weighted average of the 2.5 percent workers' compensation margin and the 5.0 percent margin for

all other lines. This weighted average is calculated based on the premium distribution for all

stock insurers as reported in Best's Aggregates and Averages .

The total rate of return values for the appropriate underwriting profit margin are based on

the surplus to premium ratios, the risk free rate of return, the insurance industry systematic risk

level, the excess market return, the ratio of investable assets to surplus and the investment rate of

return earned by the insurance 'industry. The net written premium and surplus values for all

stock insurers combined are taken from A. M. Best's Aggregates and Averages . The risk free rate

and the market return is taken from Ibbotson and Sinquefield [27]. The value of investable assets

can also be derived from Best's, but measurement of the investment rate of return presents some

difficulties. Best's reports two investment return values for all stock insurers combined. The

first, net investment income, is the total, net of expenses, of all interest and dividend income
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received. The second investment income value reported is the investment profit or loss which

adds the net realized capital gains or losses to the net investment income value. This does not

include unrealized capital gains and losses, which a true market rate of return should. Gains that

are realized in one period could have occurred in either the current or prior periods. Tax effects

dependent on insurer profitability may have led to the selling of assets to realize gains or losses, so

the carryover effect of unrealized gains and losses cannot be assumed to be neutral. However,

despite these problems, each of the reported investment income values is used separately to

generate the UPM value. As the reported values represent total dollars of investment income

achieved, these values are equal to the product (IA)(IRR) (see equation (1)).

In addition to the industry reported investment returns, a market value for IRR is included.

The rate used is the long term government bond yield (not total rate of return) reported in

Ibbotson and Sinquefield, as this represents the most common insurer investment. The yields

represent the expected rate of return for insurers investing in bonds, as changes in market values

of bonds resulting from interest rate level changes are difficult to predict. One problem that must

be recognized in this approach is the discrepancy between the reported values for insurer assets

and market values. Insurers value bonds at their amortized value. Thus, any difference between

the purchase price and maturity value is assumed to be reduced proportionally as the time to

maturity elapses. Any market value fluctuations are ignored. The direction and magnitude of

this distortion in reported values from market values depends on past interest rate changes and

portfolio turnover.

The CAPM model including taxes, as shown in equation (5), is used to derive predictions for

underwriting profit margins. In order to estimate CAPM-based underwriting profit margins,

values for the funds generating coefficient, k, the tax rate on investments, ra , the tax rate on

underwriting income, r, the systematic risk of underwriting, /?u , and the expected return on the

market as a whole, E(rm ) must first be estimated, along with the previously mentioned risk free

rate and surplus to premium ratio. The funds generating coefficient was determined by dividing

the loss and loss adjustment expense reserves by the net written premium for stock
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property-liability insurers, as provided by Best's Aggregates and Averages, for the period 1939

through 1985. Prior to 1939, the loss and loss adjustment expense value was not provided. For

the years 1926 through 1938, the value of k was determined by applying regression coefficients to i

the percentage of premium written in Schedule P lines of business for the current and two

preceding years. The regression coefficients were obtained by fitting the 1939 through 1985 values

of k to current and lagged values of the percentage of premium written in Schedule P lines of

business.

The tax rate applied to underwriting income is the maximum corporate tax rate each year,

including excess profits taxes, as reported by Seater [34]. The tax rate on investment income used

in this study is 50 percent of the tax rate on underwriting income. Although the tax rate on

investments would vary depending on the portfolio mix and realization of gains and losses,

information necessary to determine the investment tax rate is not available for most of the period

analyzed. Beginning in 1983, a consolidated industry annual statement was calculated by the

A. M. Best organization, and starting in 1984, included in Best's Aggregates and Averages . Based

on this information, the ratio of taxable investment income to total investment income was 45.5

percent in 1983, 50.2 percent in 1984 and 52.7 percent in 1985. From these values, the

assumption that 50 percent of investment income would be taxable was derived.

The expected return on the market is determined on a year by year basis by adding the

average market risk premium, or difference between common stock returns and Treasury bill

returns, for 1926-1985. During this period, common stock returns were 8.55 percentage points

higher on average than Treasury bill returns.

Two values are used for the underwriting betas in this study. Hill [25] calculated a value of

-0.23, with a standard error of 0.24 (based on a pooled regression) for the beta of liabilities for the

period 1951 through 1965. (This negative value corresponds with a positive beta for determining .

profit rates.) Fairley [20] determined a value of -0.21 for the beta of liabilities, which similarly

converts to a positive underwriting beta. Thus, one value of the underwriting beta used in this

study is 0.20. Other research indicates that the underwriting beta is not significantly different
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from zero. Cummins and Harrington [10] use quarterly data to determine underwriting betas and

found that they were neither significant nor stable. Regressing actual underwriting profit margins

against market returns for the period 1926 through 1985 produces a value of +0.02, insignificantly

different from zero. Thus, the alternative measure of underwriting beta used in this study is zero.

For the discounted cash flow model, the present value factor for the loss ratio is determined

from loss payout patterns reported in Woll [45]. His study covers the period 1981 through 1985

for Schedule lines and 1977 through 1985 for Schedule P lines, the only periods for which

industry data are available, and finds the loss payout patterns by line over this period are quite

stable. Assuming this stability exists over the full 60 year sample period, accounting for the

changing mix of business over this period and changes in interest rates is accomplished as follows:

PVFLR = (SPAi)(SPDi)+(l-SPAi)(SODi), (14)

where

PVFLR = present value factor for the loss ratio;

SPA = percent of net premiums written in Schedule P lines (based on the 1985
definition of Schedule P);

SPD = Schedule P discount factor;

SOD = Schedule discount factor;

i = year indicator.

The Schedule P and discount factors are determined as follows:

SPDi = SPRj/(l+r f
)J"- 5

, (15)

where SPRj = percent of Schedule P losses paid in j
th year of development, and

SODi = SORj/Cl+rriJ"-
5

, (16)
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where SORj = percent of Schedule losses paid in the j
th year of development.

The tax generated on underwriting income is determined by multiplying the maximum

corporate tax rate for each year, excluding excess profits taxes due to both the assumed temporary i

nature of these taxes and their extremely high levels, by the underwriting profit margin. As it is

assumed that written premium precedes earned premium by one half year, and the taxes are

incurred when the underwriting profits are earned, then the underwriting taxes are discounted by

the risk free interest rate for one half year.

The tax generated on income from the investment balance is also determined based on the

loss payout pattern described by Woll [45]. For each year the investable loss reserves as a

percentage of the loss ratio are determined by averaging the beginning and ending values for the

proportion of losses unpaid, calculated separately for Schedule and P lines and then combined.

This represents the average investment balance derived from loss (and loss adjustment expense)

g
reserves. Additionally, surplus that supports these reserves is also invested and incurs taxation.

To account for this additional investment the loss reserve investment balance is multiplied by one

plus the ratio of surplus to net written premium for the industry, determined from Best's

Aggregates and Averages for all stock property-liability insurers for the year the policies are

written. The entire investment balance is multiplied by the risk free interest rate for the year the

policies were written. The investment income is assumed to accrue equally over the year (actually

it would be more heavily weighted toward the beginning of the year when the largest amount is

available to invest, by instead we assume a level amount invested over the entire year), thus the

tax would be incurred half way through the year. Thus, the present value of the tax is determined

by discounting the tax by the runoff year number less one half.

Combining the steps described above into equation (8) leaves an equation with one unknown,

LR, which can then be solved. The indicated underwriting profit margin is determined by

subtracting the actual expense ratio and the indicated loss ratio from unity.
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The values used in the option pricing model are as follows:

Initial Equity 1.0000

Standard Deviation of Claims Costs .2958

Correlation Between Investment Returns and
Claims Costs .0763

Tax Adjustment Parameter .5000

Market Risk Premium .0855

Standard Deviation of Market Return .2137

The values for the funds generating coefficient, risk free rate of interest and statutory tax rate all

vary by year and are determined as described previously. The expected claims cost, beta of the

investment portfolio, and standard deviation of the investment portfolio also vary by year. These

values, and the parameter values not used in prior models, are determined as follows:

1) The expected claims costs is the ratio of incurred loss and loss adjustment expenses to

surplus for stock insurers for each year.

2) The standard deviation of expected claim costs is the standard deviation of the ratio

described above over the period 1926-1985.

4) The correlation between the investment returns and claim costs is the correlation for

the period 1926-1985.

5) The beta of the investment portfolio is the actual beta for investment profit or loss

based on the 1926-1985 period. The alternative value is the weighted average beta for

stock insurers based on their portfolio distribution among bonds, preferred stock and
common stock each year. The bond beta was determined from the Ibbotson and
Sinquefield [27] data to be 3.64% over the entire 1926-1985 period. The preferred

stock beta was determined from S&P data to be 14.78% over the period 1931-1981,
the only years the necessary information to determine rates of return was available.

6) From portfolio theory, it is well known that the standard deviation of a well

diversified portfolio is proportional to the standard deviation of the market, the factor

of proportionality being beta. Therefore, the standard deviation of the investment
portfolio is determined in this manner on a yearly basis.

7) The standard deviation of the market is the standard deviation of common stock

returns for the period 1926-1985.
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3.3. Methodology

Various criteria exist for evaluating the accuracy of the forecasts generated by a predictive (

model. We have chosen to use to use the mean square error criterion as developed by Theil [36].

The mean square error (MSE) of a prediction is calculated as follows:

MSE = Ij
i

(P t -A t)

2
, (17)

where A t is the actual and P t is the predicted value of a variable in period t. Since this measure is

zero in the case of perfect forecasts, predictive models which yield low mean square errors have

greater forecast accuracy than do models with high mean square errors.

A related measure of forecast accuracy is given by Theil's U statistic:

U = (18)

, 8 A?/n
t= i

As is the case with mean square error, Theil's U assumes a value of zero in the case of perfect

forecasts. Also, Theil's U standardizes mean square error as a function of both the level and

variability of the actual underwriting profit margin series. This method of standardization

facilitates comparison of predictive models over time as well as within various subperiods. Since

our objective is to evaluate the forecast accuracy of the various property-liability insurance

pricing models in this manner, we report Theil's U as well as mean square error.

(
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4. Empirical Results

4.1. Analysis of Raw Data and Summary Statistics

4.1.1. Target Underwriting Profit Margin

The actual and predicted underwriting profit margin series are listed in Table 1 for the entire

1926-1985 period and presented graphically in the various panels which make up Figure 1. Also,

summary statistics are reported in Table 2 and presented graphically in Figure 2. In Table 1, the

first and second columns list the year and actual (ACT) underwriting profit margin series. The

third column lists target underwriting profit margin (TARG) predictions obtained by weighting

the 2.5 percent and 5.0 percent profit standards according to the historical evolution of the

industry's premium distribution. A cursory examination of these data indicates that the target

underwriting profit margin is (not surprisingly) insensitive to changes in economic conditions and,

since 1956, does not even fall within the range of actual underwriting profit margins.

Interestingly, in spite of the obvious theoretical shortcomings of this method, the average actual

underwriting profit margin during 1926-1955 was 4.65 percent, just .10 percentage points lower

than the average target underwriting profit margin. Over the entire sample period, the average

target underwriting profit margin was 4.73 percent, 3.41 percentage points higher than the average

actual underwriting profit margin of 1.32 percent. Thus, although this method may have once had

some validity, it is obviously not realistic under the market conditions which have prevailed

throughout most of the postwar period.

4.1.2. Target Total Rate of Return

The predicted underwriting profit margins for the total rate of return methodology, based

upon various parameter assumptions, are listed in columns 4 through 9 of Table 1 and graphed in
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panels C-E of Figure 1. Column 4 lists values for TRR1. This model is based upon an insurer

equity beta of .61 and the use of net investment income in the calculation of the insurer's

investment return. The TRR2 series in column 5 differs from TRR1 in that investment return is

defined by the net profit or loss value rather than net investment income. In column 6, the

market yield on bonds is substituted for the investment return in order to produce the TRR3

series. The models represented in columns seven through nine (TRR4-TRR6) are similar to

TRR1-TRR3, the only difference being that the insurer equity beta in those models is assumed to

be equal to unity rather than .61.

The TRR1 model tends to underestimate the actual return series prior to 1956 and

overestimate afterwards. The TRR1 series is much less volatile than the actual underwriting

profit margin series, with a standard deviation of 2.36 percent compared to 5.74 percent. In

contrast, the predictions generated by the TRR2 model are extremely volatile, with a standard

deviation of 8.92 percent, 3.18 percentage points higher than the standard deviation of the actual

underwriting profit margin series. This volatility most likely results from the discretionary nature

of realized capital gains and losses. The insurer can, to a significant extent, time the realization of

capital gains and losses so as to derive maximum tax-related benefits. Thus, the reported

investment income including realized capital gains and losses will generally tend to be biased as a

function of the tax position of the insurer, and these effects will not tend to cancel out in

aggregate due to the systematic nature of insurance profitability. The results for this model

clearly illustrate the pitfalls associated with basing prices upon a definition of investment income

which includes realized capital gains and losses.

The TRR3 series tracks the actual return series fairly well during some years (such as 1926

through 1932 and 1983 through 1985), but in general this series underestimates actual returns

(especially prior to 1956 and after 1965). The mean of the TRR3 series is -2.41 percent, 3.73 A

percentage points below the average actual underwriting profit margin.

TRR4 and TRR5 appear to suffer from problems similar to those mentioned for TRR1 and

TRR2, as could be expected since the values for investment income are the same with only the
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insurer equity beta changing from .61 to unity. However, this adjustment appears to have a more

favorable impact upon the TRR6 series. For this model, the mean of 0.57 percent is only 0.75

percentage points below the mean of the actual return series, while the standard deviation of 5.43

percent is only 0.31 percentage points below the standard deviation of the actual series. The

predicted returns track the actual returns fairly closely over the entire sample period.

Consequently, the use of current long term bond yields and an insurer equity beta of unity appears

to produce the most accurate predictions under the total rate of return methodology.

4-1.3. Capital Asset Pricing Model and Discounted Cash Flow Model

The predicted underwriting profit margins based on the CAPM are listed in columns 10 and

11 of Table 1 and graphed in panel F of Figure 1. The values in column 10 for CAP1 are based

upon an underwriting beta of zero, whereas the values in column 11 for CAP2 are based upon an

underwriting beta of 0.2. As the only difference between these two models is the value of beta

multiplied by the excess return on the market, which is estimated to be 8.5 percent, then each of

the CAP2 values is simply 1.70 percentage points higher than the CAP1 values. The CAPM

models predict returns that generally fall substantially below the actual returns for most years in

the sample, and this shortfall is particularly noticeable during the period 1933 through 1955. The

means of -2.81 percent for CAP1 and -1.11 percent for CAP2 are 4.13 and 2.43 percentage points

below the average actual underwriting profit margin as measured over the entire sample period.

The only years during which these models made accurate predictions were during the mid-70's,

which may have, coincidentally, bolstered their assumed applicability during that particular

period of time.

The predicted values for the discounted cash flow (DCF) model are presented in column 12 of

Table 1 and graphed in panel G of Figure 1. This model generates a mean return estimate that is

close to the mean of the CAP2 return series, (-1.27 percent vs. -1.11 percent), but with an even

lower standard deviation. The DCF model also performs well during the mid-70's and early 80's,
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but not particularly well during other subperiods.

4- 1-4- Option Pricing Model

The predicted underwriting profit margins based upon the option pricing model are listed in

columns 13 through 18 of Table 1 and graphed in panels H-I of Figure 1. The OIR series listed in

column 13 is based upon the normal option pricing model, while the 02R series in column 16

makes use of the lognormal option pricing model. The standard deviations for these models are

quite close to the standard deviation of the actual return series; i.e., 5.30 percent and 5.51 percent

for OIR and 02R compared with 5.74 percent for the actual return series. However, unlike the

previous models, OIR and 02R tend to systematically overestimate the actual return series. This

propensity toward overestimation is especially evident during 1950-1976, when all deviations

between predicted and actual returns were positive for both models. This result largely derives

from the fact that these models implicitly assume that tax shields can be fully utilized by the

insurer only when the terminal (next period) value of its assets exceeds the value of its tax shields.

In states of the world where the terminal value of the insurer's assets is less than the value of its

tax shields, these option models assume that those tax shields which are not utilized expire

worthless. Since wasted tax shields effectively increase the burden of the corporate tax upon the

insurer, higher underwriting profit margin estimates are produced during this period by OIR and

02R than by alternative financial pricing models such as CAP1, CAP2, and DCF which implicitly

assume either that tax shields are always fully utilized or that the tax system provides for the

q
contemporaneous realization of tax rebates as well as liabilities.

Since the OIR and 02R models determine upper bounds for the effect of underutilized tax

shields on the underwriting profit margin, two alternative option models, OlN and 02N, were

devised so as to produce option pricing estimates under the same tax assumptions as are implicitly

assumed by the CAP1, CAP2, and DCF models; viz., we assume that tax shields are never

underutilized. Consequently, the estimates generated by OlN and 02N represent lower bounds
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for the effect of underutilized tax shields on the underwriting profit margin. The primary

difference between the OlN and 02N models and the CAP1 and CAP2 models is due to the fact

that the option models endogenize the probability of insolvency, whereas the CAPM models

implicitly assume that either the probability of insolvency is negligible or that shareholders have

unlimited liability. Interestingly, the OlN and 02N series are very close to being perfectly

positively correlated with the CAP1 and CAP2 series. Furthermore, these two models also

share the tendency of the CAP1 and CAP2 models to underestimate the true return series. Since

the only structural difference between the 01R/02R and 01N/02N models is due to tax

assumptions, a third set of option-related models, OlC and 02C, was devised by forming linear

combinations of the OIR/OIN models and 02R/02N models which minimize mean square error

12
as measured over the sample period.

4-2. Analysis of Mean Square Error

The mean square errors and Theil's U statistics for the various models described in the

previous section are listed in Tables 3 and 4 for the entire sample period and various subperiods,

and Theil's U statistics are graphed for the entire sample period in Figure 3. Based on these data,

the relative performance of the different models can be assessed. Over the entire period, the

TRR6 model produced the lowest mean square error and Theil's U statistics. Other relatively low

values for these statistics are generated by OlC, 02C, TRR4 and CAP2. Counter to our original

expectations, the financial pricing models do not perform as well as a model that ignores taxation

and bases the total rate of return on current long term bond yields.

Breaking the sample into two thirty year subperiods indicates that TRR6 has the lowest

mean square error for the period 1926 through 1955, while TRR1 has the lowest mean square error

for the period 1956 through 1985. However, for the second period the advantage of the total rate

of return models over the option pricing models is diminished, with TRR1 have only a marginally

lower mean square error than 02N.
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A similar result is apparent from the ten year subperiods. The lowest mean square errors are

generated by the following models: TRR4 during 1926-1935, TRR6 during 1936-45, TARG during

1946-55, CAP1 during 1956-65, and OIC during 1966-75 and 1976-1985. For the last decade, the f

mean square errors of 02C and TRR6 are almost as low as the OIC value. Thus, during the

periods of higher and more volatile interest rates and longer loss payout patterns, the financial

pricing models apparently are capable of producing more accurate estimates of the underwriting

profit margin than the simpler total rate of return models.

Evaluating the mean square errors of the different models across the ten year periods

illustrates the relative strengths and weaknesses of each model. The TARG model produced

relatively low mean square errors only during 1936^45 and 1946-55, periods during which interest

rates and loss payout patterns approximated the period during which the target was established.

TRR1, which calculates the investment income based upon the portfolio rate of return rather than

current rates, performed best during the decade 1976-85, a period marked by relatively high and

volatile interest rates. TRR2 and TRR5 generated very high mean square error values, but also

produced their lowest mean square errors during 1976-85. TRR3 generated relatively stable mean

square errors, except for the periods 1956-65 and 1966-75, periods during which interest rates

were rising. TRR4 generated its lowest mean square errors during the 1926-35 and 1936^45

periods, with short payout patterns but very unstable economic conditions. TRR6 tended to

generate relatively low mean square errors, except during the 1956-65 period when interest rates

began to rise.

Shifting attention to the financial pricing models shows that CAP1 generated its lowest

relative mean square error in the 1956-65 period, exactly when the previously discussed models

were becoming less accurate. Interestingly, the mean square errors for CAP2 were lower than

those of CAP1 in every period except 1956-65. The DCF model never produced a mean square
g

error below the lower of the CAPM values. The lowest mean square error for DCF occurred in the

1976-85 period.
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OlR generated relatively low mean square errors for each period except 1956-65 and 1966-75.

Interest rates began to rise substantially during these periods. OIN generated an mean square

error below the value for OlR only during the 1956-65 period, indicating that tax shields

appeared to be most useful during that period. OlC generated low mean square errors during the

periods 1936-45, 1946-35 and 1976-85. The construction of this model weighting OlR and OIN

to produce the lowest mean square error is such that these may have been the most "typical" of

the periods covered in the sample. 02R never generates a mean square error below that of OlR,

indicating that normal option pricing model is superior to the lognormal model if tax shields are

redundant. However, the mean square errors of 02N are below the comparable values for OIN

indicating that the lognormal model is superior if tax shields are not redundant. For 02C, the

lowest mean square errors are generated in 1946-55 and 1976-85 and in both cases these values are

almost the same as for OlC. The tax rate volatility during the former of these two periods and

the interest rate volatility during the latter indicate that these models are well suited for periods

with volatile input parameters.

5. Conclusion

The purpose of this paper has been to provide an empirical evaluation of how well a number

of alternative rate of return models fare in terms of predicting underwriting profit margins. The

tests contained herein are based on the actual results achieved by all U. S. stock insurers in

aggregate over the period 1926-1985.

The results of these tests indicate that the higher rankings usually tend to go to the total rate

of return and option pricing models. This is especially true during the second half of the sample

period as nominal interest rates began to rise significantly. Unfortunately, relative rankings of the

alternative models are not very stable over time. Also, in spite of the fact that capital asset,

discounted cash flow and option pricing models use more variables than the target and total rate

of return models, this does not always translate into greater predictive accuracy. It may be that
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the estimation process itself has introduced error of a sufficiently high order of magnitude so as to

turn the theoretical advantages of these models into disadvantages. For example, the predictions

generated by the target and total rate of return models are not at all sensitive to assumptions \

concerning values taken on by tax related parameters. However, the capital asset, discounted

cash flow and the option pricing models require explicit recognition of taxes and are therefore

sensitive to errors in the estimation of these parameters. Furthermore, the option models are

particularly sensitive to changes in the tax related parameters. Thus, further testing of the

relative merits of the various pricing models may need to await a more extensive development of

an historical database on the taxation of insurers.

Overall, the CAPM approaches do not predict the actual returns well until the 1956—65

period, and even then they do not outperform the option pricing models by much. Subsequent to

that period, the option pricing model and even the total rate of return models outperform the

CAPM approaches. The discounted cash flow model seems to be in line with the CAPM values

and never performs any better than the CAPM. Over the entire 1926-1985 period, TRR6, OlC

and 02C have the lowest mean square errors. When the ten year periods are analyzed, the

CAPM, discounted cash flow and option pricing models tend to have lower mean square errors.

However, for the 1976-1985 period, the mean square error for TRR6 is practically the same as for

the OlC and 02C models. In general, we believe that this research provides the strongest support

for the TRR6 model, which ignores taxation, and for the option pricing models in which taxation

is an important factor.

This research suggests a number of possible avenues for future research. The favorable

performance of the option pricing model, which is based on total variability rather than simply

systematic risk as suggested by the CAPM, indicates that additional parameter values must be

obtained. This model highlights the importance of taxation, for which only limited data are a

available. Research on the investment mix between taxable and nontaxable securities for the

property-liability insurance industry over an extended period would provide more accurate values

for the tax adjustment parameter. The role of tax loss carryforwards and carrybacks could be
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better understood if an analysis of insurer positions over time, particularly in relation to the

underwriting cycle, were documented. The effect of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, with its

significant changes for insurers, is another important issue. Additional studies focusing on loss

reserves, both on changes in the loss payout pattern and the effect of patterns of under and

overreserving over time, could provide useful additional information about the value of the

different pricing models.

Finally, the analysis in this paper is based on data for stock insurers only. Although stock

companies dominate the property-liability insurance industry, there are also many firms which

employ alternative ownership structures (e.g., mutuals, reciprocals, Lloyds, and captives). Future

research aimed at these different market segments and the interaction among them would be

helpful if the data limitations could be overcome.
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Table 1

Actual UPM versus Predicted UPM's, 1926-1985

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) <11> (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Year ACT TARG TRR1 TRR2 TRR3 TRR4 TRR5 TRR6 CAP1 CAP2 DCF 01R 01N 01C 02R 02N 02C

1926 •0.60 4.77 -0.84 •3.63 •0.45 1.49 -1.30 1.88 -0.84 0.86 2.58 0.18 -1.84 0.57 2.01 0.03 0.83

1927 3.40 4.76 -0.34 •9.84 0.60 2.45 -7.05 3.39 0.80 0.90 • 2.41 0.47 -2.06 - 0.47 2.15 0.28 0.70

1928 4.80 4.77 0.78 5.11 1.75 4.27 •1.62 5.24 -0.85 0.85 • 2.46 0.37 •2.49 • 0.70 1.81 0.83 0.23

1929 3.70 4.76 2.75 6.46 3.11 6.43 10.14 6.80 -1.32 0.32 3.56 0.28 -2.99 - 1.29 1.16 1.30 •0.31

1930 -1.90 4.76 -1.50 16.89 0.84 2.06 20.46 4.40 0.68 1.02 1.83 0.39 -2.21 • 0.58 1.93 0.51 0.47

1931 •2.70 4.79 •4.09 2.08 -1.94 -0.90 5.27 1.25 •0.32 1.38 • 0.34 0.59 •1.70 • 0.26 2.21 0.03 0.91

1932 -4.90 4.82 -3.76 6.60 3.07 •0.57 9.79 0.12 •0.30 1.40 • 0.71 0.90 •1.60 - 0.03 2.55 0.14 1.11

1933 3.20 4.81 -2.98 -3.07 -1.72 0.62 0.54 1.88 •0.09 1.61 0.23 1.53 1.88 0.26 2.83 0.35 0.93

1934 4.70 4.78 -2.60 4.19 -0.82 1.21 8.00 2.99 -0.05 1.65 0.12 1.78 -2.09 0.34 2.85 0.68 0.74

1935 7.60 4.77 •0.93 17.67 0.33 3.49 13.25 4.75 •0.05 1.65 0.13 2.22 -2.61 0.42 2.68 1.52 0.17

1936 6.70 4.74 •0.58 17.00 0.69 4.15 12.27 5.43 -0.05 1.65 0.12 3.69 •2.76 1.29 3.76 1.85 0.40

1937 7.70 4.73 -1.63 24.58 0.19 2.23 28.44 4.04 •0.10 1.60 0.23 3.16 •2.32 1.12 3.91 1.08 0.93

1938 6.50 4.73 •0.88 •8.75 0.34 3.48 -4.39 4.70 0.01 1.71 0.01 3.99 -2.44 1.59 4.43 1.38 0.95

1939 6.90 4.75 -0.16 1.57 1.52 4.44 3.04 6.13 0.01 1.69 0.01 4.43 2.74 1.76 4.41 1.89 0.64

1940 6.50 4.76 •0.43 3.28 1.55 3.82 7.53 5.80 0.00 1.70 0.00 5.77 -2.45 2.71 6.13 1.50 1.57

1941 6.20 4.74 •0.73 3.74 1.65 2.88 7.35 5.26 •0.01 1.69 0.03 7.14 -2.05 3.71 8.16 0.94 2.72

1942 3.90 4.67 •0.08 1.73 0.68 3.33 5.14 4.10 -0.05 1.65 0.09 8.60 -1.68 4.77 10.39 0.42 3.92

1943 7.90 4.61 0.24 •9.26 0.94 4.19 -5.31 4.89 •0.09 1.61 0.08 10.34 -2.06 5.72 11.68 1.19 3.98

1944 5.60 4.65 0.42 •7.97 0.87 4.41 •3.97 4.87 -0.09 1.61 0.07 10.54 -2.11 5.82 11.82 1.29 3.98

1945 4.20 4.68 1.10 •14.15 1.59 5.41 -9.84 5.89 -0.08 1.62 0.04 11.01 -2.21 6.08 12.13 1.52 3.97

1946 1.20 4.73 0.18 5.61 1.04 3.30 8.74 4.16 •0.10 1.60 0.15 7.95 -1.71 4.35 9.65 0.41 3.63

1947 3.70 4.73 •0.18 1.45 0.46 2.32 3.95 2.95 -0.16 1.54 0.28 6.36 •1.40 3.47 8.30 0.16 3.43

1948 8.80 4.73 -0.10 0.72 0.02 2.21 3.02 2.32 -0.26 1.44 •0.49 6.11 •1.38 3.32 8.08 0.22 3.38

1949 12.40 4.77 0.38 -6.21 0.82 2.97 -3.62 3.41 •0.31 1.39 •0.59 7.05 •1.54 3.85 8.92 0.08 3.54

1950 7.00 4.79 0.32 •6.43 1.13 3.03 -3.71 3.85 •0.32 1.38 0.49 7.77 •1.43 4.34 9.87 0.03 3.98

1951 2.90 4.78 0.52 •4.19 0.71 3.13 •1.58 3.32 •0.33 1.37 •0.27 9.18 •1.13 5.34 11.85 0.37 4.98

1952 5.60 4.78 0.72 •3.27 0.40 3.28 •0.70 2.97 •0.36 1.34 •0.25 9.50 1.07 5.56 12.27 0.41 5.18

1953 6.90 4.77 0.54 1.38 -0.14 2.99 3.84 2.32 •0.44 1.26 -0.36 9.20 •1.06 5.37 11.96 0.45 5.08

1954 6.40 4.77 0.58 •16.44 0.10 3.68 •13.34 3.20 -0.15 1.55 0.01 11.44 •1.35 6.67 14.25 0.16 5.63

1955 5.10 4.78 1.63 -8. IS 0.79 4.95 -4.84 4.10 -0.22 1.48 0.16 12.11 •1.18 7.15 14.96 0.10 5.95

1956 -0.50 4.77 2.09 0.21 1.12 5.34 3.46 4.37 -0.45 1.25 0.22 10.44 •1.07 6.15 13.30 0.27 5.51

1957 -2.90 4.77 1.48 8.75 0.21 4.20 11.46 2.93 -0.93 0.77 -0.28 8.14 •1.30 4.62 10.86 0.34 4.57

1958 0.05 4.78 1.00 -16.51 •0.53 4.16 •13.36 2.63 -0.39 1.31 0.07 10.26 •1.30 5.95 13.05 0.06 5.28

1959 2.20 4.78 2.30 -2.59 •0.64 5.43 0.53 2.49 •0.67 1.03 0.14 10.30 •1.07 6.06 13.16 0.29 5.46

1960 1.60 4.78 1.45 0.85 •0.99 4.44 3.84 1.99 •0.82 0.88 0.00 9.33 •1.34 5.35 12.11 0.14 4.95

1961 0.60 4.77 2.19 15.39 •0.53 5.79 -11.78 3.08 0.53 1.17 0.49 11.06 •1.36 6.43 13.87 •0.13 5.50

1962 1.00 4.77 1.80 9.59 -0.41 4.99 12.78 2.77 -0.84 0.86 0.20 9.86 •1.37 5.67 12.67 0.03 5.11

1963 -1.00 4.76 2.80 8.23 0.29 6.36 -4.66 3.86 -0.86 0.84 0.71 10.37 •1.38 5.99 13.21 -0.05 5.28

1964 -1.90 4.75 3.28 •4.97 0.33 6.88 •1.37 3.93 •1.11 0.59 0.49 9.53 -1.60 5.38 12.19 -0.21 4.77

1965 -1.90 4.75 2.85 -1.60 0.29 6.13 1.68 3.58 •1.48 0.22 -0.25 7.83 -1.90 4.20 10.32 -0.34 3.94

1966 1.90 4.73 1.95 11.45 -0.76 4.57 14.06 1.85 2.24 -0.54 •1.34 5.92 -2.32 2.85 8.37 -0.56 3.03

1967 1.10 4.73 1.77 •6.30 •1.44 4.54 •3.53 1.32 -2.01 -0.31 •1.04 6.28 •2.27 3.09 8.71 •0.55 3.17

1968 •0.02 4.72 2.50 -4.09 •1.65 5.26 •1.33 1.11 -2.53 0.83 -0.16 6.85 •2.39 3.40 9.55 •0.66 3.44

1969 0.60 4.72 1.28 9.96 •3.08 3.40 12.07 •0.96 -4.01 -2.31 -1.78 3.67 3.64 0.94 6.21 •1.60 1.54

1970 0.70 4.72 0.90 1.75 -4.04 2.98 3.82 -1.97 -4.05 -2.35 •2.73 2.81 -3.84 0.33 5.24 -1.77 1.05

1971 4.20 4.73 •0.52 •7.11 •4.20 1.80 •4.79 •1.89 •2.77 -1.07 -1.84 4.59 •2.93 1.79 6.96 •1.05 2.17

1972 4.60 4.73 -0.50 -10.12 •4.22 2.07 7.55 -1.65 -2.52 -0.82 •1.26 5.60 -2.81 2.46 7.97 -1.04 2.58

1973 1.80 4.70 -0.20 12.87 •4.45 2.01 15.08 -2.24 •5.31 3.61 •2.83 1.98 •5.03 0.63 4.31 -2.98 -0.05

1974 •5.00 4.68 •2.89 16.22 •6.57 •1.36 17.75 -5.03 7.58 -5.88 -5.18 -2.19 -7.40 4.13 0.46 •4.72 -2.64

1975 •7.50 4.67 •3.13 -12.76 •8.19 •1.42 -11.04 •6.47 •5.58 3.88 •3.68 -0.26 -5.70 2.29 2.25 3.24 -1.03

1976 •2.00 4.67 •3.04 10.66 •8.05 •1.27 8.88 6.28 -4.78 -3.08 •3.31 0.81 4.92 1.33 3.24 •2.61 -0.26

1977 3.00 4.66 -3.64 3.78 •7.69 -1.88 -2.02 •5.93 -4.94 •3.24 3.38 1.07 •4.98 1.19 3.45 •2.74 -0.25

1978 3.40 4.64 •2.96 •5.29 8.30 -1.09 -3.41 •6.43 -7.50 5.80 •3.98 -0.66 •7.19 3.09 1.64 4.92 •2.28

1979 0.40 4.61 •2.39 •7.47 7.99 -0.33 •5.41 •5.93 -11.59 •9.89 •4.47 •3.66 -10.69 6.28 •1.47 •8.33 -5.57

1980 2.40 4.60 •1.5* •8.93 -10.82 0.81 6.58 •8.47 •13.32 •11.62 •3.45 -4.65 12.28 7.49 •2.58 •9.95 -6.99

1981 •4.90 4.60 •1.21 1.17 -13.73 1.07 3.44 •11.46 •19.17 •17.47 4.25 •9.65 •17.42 - 2.55 -7.68 • 14.84 11.96

1982 -8.70 4.63 4.80 •8.44 -16.97 •2.35 5.98 •14.51 •14.27 •12.57 •3.62 -6.12 •13.67 8.94 4.15 11.29 -8.42

1983 •11.80 4.64 •6.04 -9.27 •14.82 •3.53 6.76 -12.31 •12.50 •10.80 •3.04 •4.76 •12.30 7.57 •2.76 •9.97 -7.07

1984 •19.00 4.64 •7.02 -6.00 -16.67 -4.84 •3.82 -14.49 -14.67 •12.97 •4.35 •7.76 -14.57 - 0.30 •5.55 • 11.92 -9.36

1985 •16.50 4.68 6.62 -14.04 -14.36 -4.50 •11.92 •12.24 -10.64 •8.94 •4.03 -4.23 10.68 6.63 -2.00 •8.22 -5.72
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PANEL A: ACTUAL RETURN SERIES, 1926-85
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PANEL B: TARGET VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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Figure 1. Graphs of Actual and Predicted Underwriting Profit Margins, 1926-1985.
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PANEL C: TRR1/TRR4 VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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PANEL D: TRR2/TRR5 VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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Figure 1 (cont.). Graphs of Actual and Predicted Underwriting Profit Margins, 1926-1985.
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PANEL E: TRR3/TRR6 VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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PANEL F: CAPM VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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Figure 1 (cont.). Graphs of Actual and Predicted Underwriting Profit Margins, 1926-1985.
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PANEL G: DCF VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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PANEL H: 01 MODELS VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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Figure 1 (cont.). Graphs of Actual and Predicted Underwriting Profit Margins, 1926-1985.
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PANEL I: 02 MODELS VS. ACTUAL, 1926-85
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Figure 1 (cont.). Graphs of Actual and Predicted Underwriting Profit Margins, 1926-1985.

Table 2

Summary Statistics of UPM Models, 1926-1985

Model Mean Standard
Deviation

Minimum Maximum

ACT 1.32 5.74 -19.00 12.40

TARG 4.73 0.06 4.60 4.82

TRR1 -0.48 2.36 -7.02 3.28

TRR2 -2.58 8.92 -17.67 24.58

TRR3 -2.41 4.92 -16.97 3.11

TRR4 2.51 2.72 -4.84 6.88

TRR5 0.40 8.89 -13.36 28.44

TRR6 0.57 5.43 -14.51 6.80

CAP1 -2.81 4.45 -19.17 0.01

CAP2 -1.11 4.45 -17.47 1.71

DCF -1.27 1.60 -5.18 0.71

01R 4.27 5.30 -9.65 12.11

01N -3.64 3.77 -17.42 -1.06

01C 1.32 4.56 -12.55 7.15

02R 6.27 5.51 -7.68 14.96

02N -2.00 3.42 -14.84 0.45

02C 1.32 4.01 -11.96 5.95
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Figure 2. Graph of Actual and Predicted UPM Summary Statistics, 1926-1985.
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Appendix

The taxable portion of investment income is determined by subtracting from the

total investment income the portion of investment income that is exempt from

Federal income taxation. Based on the consolidated industry Annual Statement
blanks calculated by A. M. Best Company, the following information was derived

for the period 1983 through 1985:

(A) Bond Interest Exempt from U.S. Tax

(B) Preferred Stock Dividends
Unaffiliated

Affiliated

(C) Common Stock Dividends
Unaffiliated

Affiliated

(D) Net Realized Capital Gains

(E) Total Investment Income
(Not net of expenses)

(F) Tax Exempt Income
(A) + .85[(B)+(C)] + -6(D)

(G) Taxable Investment Income
(E)-(F)

(H) Tax Adjustment Parameter
(G)/(E)

1983 1984 1985

6,449 6,436 6,347

997
13

996
11

875

13

1,330

1,361

1,403

736
1,322

1,057

2,112 3,063 5,483

19,940 21,967 26,255

10,863 10,949 12,415

9,077 11,018 13,840

.455 .502 .527
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Notes

1. Although we use the CAPM formula to calculate E(re ), the total rate of return method does

not depend on the CAPM, as other techniques could be used to obtain E(re ).

2. As in the case of the total rate of return model, while the appropriate discount rate may be

calculated from the CAPM formula, the Myers-Cohn model does not preclude the choice of

other techniques.

3. Since P is received at the beginning of the period and is therefore known with certainty,

PV(P) is determined by discounting P at the risk free rate.

4. Myers showed in the 1985 Massachusetts automobile rate hearings that the risk adjusted

present value of the investment tax liability for a fixed effective tax rate is the same for all

asset portfolios. Consequently, the correct value for PV(IBT) is obtained by discounting the

tax liability at the risk free rate. See Derrig [16] for a review of Myers' proof.

5. The reader is referred to Doherty and Garven [19] for details concerning the derivation and
mathematical structure of their models.

6. The reader is referred to the appendix for details on how these values were calculated.

7. Insurers are required to report loss development by line of business each year in Schedules
and P of the Annual Statement. Although the definitions have changed somewhat over the

years, the intent of the division is to report the fast closing lines in Schedule and the

slower closing lines in Schedule P. In general, property lines are included in Schedule and
the exhibit focuses on the losses paid and salvage and subrogation received in the same or

subsequent years. As losses in these lines tend to be settled quickly, the exhibit displays

details of loss development for only three years. Schedule P details loss development for a

longer period, originally seven years, now being extended to ten years. The adequacy of

reserve levels for losses and loss adjustment expenses are shown for each of the prior periods,

allowing for a longer check of reserve adequacy. The lines of business currently included in

Schedule P are: automobile liability, other liability, medical malpractice, workers'

compensation, farmowners multiple peril, homeowners multiple peril, commercial multiple

peril, ocean marine, aircraft and boiler and machinery. All other lines are included in

Schedule 0.

8. Myers and Cohn point out that this taxation should be borne by the policyholders since the

providers of insurance capital could alternatively invest this capital directly in the capital

markets and avoid this additional layer of corporate taxation.

9. Closer inspection of applicable tax rates and nominal rates of interest during 1950-1976 and
the years immediately preceding and following this period provides some clues as to why the

OlR and 02R estimates were so high. Prior to 1950 (specifically, during 1926-1949), the

average tax rate was 23.7 percent. However, during 1950-1976, tax rates averaged 50.13

percent. This substantial increase in tax rates increased the value of the hypothetically

wasted tax shields, thereby causing the prediction error to be too high. Although tax rates

remained relatively high during 1977-1985 (averaging 47.11 percent), substantial increases

in nominal rates of interest during that period lowered the probabilities of tax shield

underutilization for the two option models, thereby lessening the impact of wasted tax

shields on the predictions generated by these models.

1
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10. As a practical matter, tax shields which are not utilized in one period can be carried back
and forward if necessary. Under federal tax law, losses only produce contemporaneous tax
rebates under the condition that income from previous years are adequate to fully offset loss
carrybacks. When this is not the case, losses are carried forward at a zero rate of interest,
and beyond a certain point in time, carryforwards that are not utilized expire!
Consequently, the present value of a tax rebate from a loss carryforward is worth less than a
contemporaneous tax rebate for two reasons: I) carryforwards do not earn interest, and 2)
the insurer may not produce enough income in future periods to use the carryforwards before
they expire. By representing the limiting case where tax loss carrybacks or carryforwards
are disallowed, the OlR and 02R models determine upper bounds for the effect of
underutilized tax shields on the underwriting profit margin. Although the effect of the
carryback-carryforward provision is not estimated in this paper due to data limitations as
well as the lack of a viable multiperiod option model of insurance pricing which directly
incorporates this provision, its effect can nevertheless be qualitatively inferred. Since the
effect of the carryback-carryforward provision is to reduce the burden of wasted tax shields,
lower underwriting profit margins would be implied than are predicted by either OlR or
02R. However, one can also be sure for the reasons given above that the implied margins
would exceed those predicted by OIN and 02N.

11. Because the implied probabilities of insolvency averaged .01 percent for normal option
model and .12 percent for the lognormal option model during the entire sample period, the
CAPM and 01N/02N models are structurally very close to being the same models. 'The
correlations between the CAPM and option models are .9847 in the case of the OIN series
and .9684 for the 02N series.

12. The weighting scheme described here involves redefining P t in equation 17 for both the
normal and lognormal option models in the following manner:

Pt = XP lt + (l-X)P 2ti

where X corresponds to the weight applied to prediction P lt , P lt is the period t prediction
generated by the option models which assume the possibility of redundant tax shields (i.e.,
OlR and 02R), and P 2t corresponds to the period t prediction generated by the option
models which assume nonredundant tax shields (i.e., OIN and 02N). Substituting this
definition for P t into equation (17), differentiating with respect to X, and solving for X when
the derivative assumes a value of zero yields the following equation for X:

x = J,(
A'- p ">

2 (Pu- p«)'
w ~ 1

Applying this formula to the OlR/OlN and 02R/02N data for 1926-1985 yields X values
of .6272 and .4019 respectively. These weights were then applied to these data in order to
generate the OlC and 02C data series. One important consequence associated with
applying this minimum mean square error formula is that the means of the OlC and 02C
series are identical to the mean of the actual underwriting profit margin series.
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